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Abstract: In this work, we investigate the charging and reliability of interlayer dielectric materials that are used in the fabrication process of advanced RF-MEMS switches. In particular, the charge stored on the surface of a dielectric and the dynamic of this charge at Nanometric scale are studied. More attention is given to the decay of the deposited charge by a variety of means: (1) surface conduction, (2) surface charge spreading due to self repulsion and (3) charge injection in the bulk of dielectric material. EFM measurement was performed for various injection time and bias to recorded surface potential. These results suggest a dynamic charge and allow predicting the amount of charge injected into the dielectric.

Introduction

Due to the fascinating RF characteristics and the low power consumption of the RF-MEMS switches, these devices show great potential for use in wireless communication systems such as mobile phones. Currently, the reliability and the lifetime of RF MEMS devices receive more attention [1-4]. The switch consists of two electrodes with the top electrode suspended by a tiny spring. The top electrode can be pulled down through different mechanisms. Electrostatic force is the most popular mechanism for actuation RF MEMS switches due to simple fabrication process and low power consumption. Due to the fact that the surfaces of both the dielectric and the top electrode are uneven, when the suspended electrode is placed in the downstate by applying a bias greater the pull-down one, the contacting area is non uniform. The high electrostatic field, in down state, injects charges through asperities [3] and induces charges in the non contacting areas [4]. Several charge injection mechanisms have been proposed for Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM) structures [5]. Up to now the charging process has been investigated experimental with aid of MIM capacitors [6-9], MEMS switches [3, 4, 10, 11] and both [12]. The result of all these effort, although provided valuable information on the dielectric charging process, were based on the rather uniform contact of MIM capacitors or the average value of many point contacts arising from asperities on the dielectric and suspended electrode surfaces. This drawback has been recently approached in the MOS technology with the aid of EFM Kelvin probe microscopy for the investigation of high-K dielectrics [13-16]. Here it must be pointed out that in MEMS technology the dielectric surface rough because the thin dielectric film is grown at low temperatures and usually on the tip of an electrolytically deposited metal film. Due to these additional parameters the aim of the present work is to exploit the technology of EFM Kelvin probe microscopy and investigate the charging and discharging processes in dielectric film.

Experimental details

Fig 1.a shows a schematic representation of RF MEMS switch in both up and down states while fig 1.b shows the AFM measurement setup performed in two states, charge injection and detection respectively. The electrostatic force microscope (EFM) are used to measure the surface charge decay in charged dielectric. This technique provides qualitative information on dielectric charging capabilities which be utilized to optimize the dielectric parameters [17]. Among other available measurement approaches, this technique has been proved to be simple and useful for dielectric material characterization. In AFM measurements, charges are deposited on the surface of the dielectric with a conductive tip which is in contact with the surface. Then the tip is used to scan the charged area. The presence of the induced charges on the dielectric surface produces an additional electrostatic force which contributes to the total force between the AFM tip and the sample. Basic knowledge is already available with respect to the nature of the parasitic charge distribution and how
that charge could affect the MEMS switch electrostatic actuation force. However, the intent of this study is to achieve a better understanding of how these charges can affect the existing fundamental forces and failure mechanisms.

The control of the charging/discharging mechanisms is a key factor to allow a fast recovering of the dielectric after being charged. Quantitative understanding of charging and discharging of different dielectrics is essential to their application in RF MEMS.

Dielectric samples with different thicknesses are investigated in this work: PECVD silicon nitride, low thermal oxide (LTO) deposited at low temperature. The charge injection is achieved by positioning the AFM tip above a chosen point of the scanned area, disengaging the feedback control of the probe, then lowering the tip toward the sample surface. Observing the damping of the cantilever oscillation on an oscilloscope, allows monitoring the distance between the tip and the sample: when the oscillation amplitude is fully reduced, the tip apex is in contact with the surface. The bias voltage can be then applied, for few seconds to several ten of minutes, between the tip and the sample grounded. The bias level can be fixed between -12V and +12V.

After charge deposition onto the dielectric surface, the tip is going up (50nm from dielectric surface in our tests) and starts to scan the specified area. The voltage for charging is maintained for a few seconds after the contact period in order to avoid any charge backflow.

A double pass procedure is performed line by line in order to remove topography effects on the electrostatic force gradient signal. Firstly the AFM probe scans the surface topography in tapping mode (intermittent contact) where the relative variation of the tip height is recorded. Then the tip is lifted to a predetermined height (50nm in our case), and the electrical mapping is performed in a Kelvin mode where a modulated voltage ($V_{EFM}$) is applied between the tip and the substrate: The operating principle of the KFM is setting off the electrostatic forces between the tip and the sample by applying a feedback potential. The atomic force microscope basically measures force, a feedback circuit can provide a certain voltage in order to cancel this force which is given by

$$F = F_{DC} + F_{\text{SE}} + F_{2\omega}$$

(2)

Where three spectral force components at dc, $\omega$ and $2\omega$ are given as

$$F_{DC} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{dC}{dz} \left[ (V_{DC} - V_S)^2 + \frac{V_{AC}^2}{2} \right]$$

(3)

$$F_{\omega} = \frac{dC}{dz} V_{AC} \sin \omega t (V_{DC} - V_S)$$

(4)

$$F_{2\omega} = -\frac{1}{4} \frac{dC}{dz} V_{AC}^2 \cos 2\omega t$$

(5)

Information on the electrical properties of the sample can be obtained by isolating and then separately analyzing each of these three different force signals, i.e. $F_{DC}, F_{\omega}, F_{2\omega}$.

A phase sensitive lock-in amplifier selectively detects this spectral component and by adjusting $V_{DC}$ to nullify the spectral component $F_{\omega}$ term we can map the local surface potential.

When the $\omega$ component of the electrostatic force interaction is zero, $V_{DC}$ is equal to surface potential.

The presence of the deposited charges on the dielectric surface produces an additional electrostatic force, which contributes to the total force existing between the EFM tip and the sample. The basic idea of Kelvin probe microscopy is to adjust the bias voltage ($V_{DC}$) to compensate for the surface potential $V_S$.

All the scanning probe studies presented in this article were performed in ambient air at room temperature.
using the Digital Instrument 3100 Nanoscope IV using metallized probes (SCM, PIT), resonant frequency: 60-100 kHz, constant of stiffness: 1-5 N/m

The samples used in our measurement consists of LTO grown on silicon substrate and PECVD silicon nitride LF and HF.

It should be mentioned that the measured surface potential varying from one AFM tip to another according to the difference in the intrinsic characteristics of each tip. Therefore, the same tip should be used in the measurement processes to be able to compare precisely the results.

Results and discussions

Figure 3 presents an example of surface potential measurements evolution for silicon nitride LF

\[
V_S(t) = V_0 \exp \left[ -\left( \frac{t}{\tau} \right)^{\beta} \right]
\]

where \(\tau\) is the process time constant and \(\beta\) the stretch parameter. Figure 4 presents the surface potential evolution as a function of time for two dielectric materials. The stretched exponential law show an excellent fitting indicating a rather complex discharge process. This behaviour is in good agreement with the remark that the charge decay often shows multiple time constants (implying several mechanisms participating in the decay process) reported in [20]

A further examination of the data reveals that, charges penetrate in LF silicon nitride faster than in LTO due its lower dielectric quality and the larger number of existing traps.
Effect of injection bias

The measured surface potential as a function of time for different injection bias voltages for LTO dielectric is presented in figure 5. As can be observed from the figure, the surface potential does not reach zero even after 500 seconds. After a longer time, the surface potential reaches constant value which represents the residual potential attributed to the stored charges that have been trapped during the charge injection process within the dielectric. Finally, the decay time constant, determined by fitting the stretched exponential law, was found to have a value of about 259±30sec and practically be independent of applied bias magnitude, which is the injection electric field. The obtained time constant values from LTO lie close to one, of about 380 sec in dry SiO$_2$ grown at 950°C, which has been determined by applying the stretched exponential law to the data in [19]. Moreover, the present work experimental results indicate that the discharge process is independent of the charging one. Finally, since the magnitude of charging electric field intensity will influence the distribution of injected and trapped charges, the observed independent discharge time constant suggests that the discharge process is rather affected by the de-trapping process. The effect of the coulombic repulsion and the resulting current seem to play a minor role in the dielectric discharge. Since this effect is of great importance in the reliability of RF-MEMS capacitive switches the effect is presently under investigation.

![Figure 5: example of surface potential decay as a function of time for LTO with different value of stress](image)

Figure 6 shows the maximum surface potential intensity generated on the material (LTO) in function of the bias voltage applied to the tip during charge deposition (time of deposited charges: 60 sec). We have observed a threshold in the surface potential detection, from a least-square fitting it was estimated that to experimentally measure a charge injection a bias voltage greater than 1V

As being presented in [21], while studying the charging effect in Sapphire and SiO2 that the quantity of charges transferred at the time of the contact varies linearly according to the tension applied between the tip and insulator.

![Figure 6: maximum potential generated by positive bias potential injection](image)

Effect of injection time

In order to compare the charging and discharging processes, we measured the dependence of resulting surface potential as a function of charging time. The measured values of the surface potential with time for LTO dielectric charged at +12 V are presented. This has been performed through using different LTO dielectric samples with different injection time for each sample. The given surface potential values are obtained after the injection process directly without leaving a time interval for charge injection.

In order to get a better insight of the charging process we investigated both the Debye (exponential) and stretched exponential laws, which were fitted to the experimental data (fig 7). The fitting results clearly show that the charging process clearly deviates from the Debye law and follows the stretched exponential one with a time constant of about 47 sec. The calculated charging time constant is found to be much smaller than the corresponding discharge one. The observed difference clearly shows that the charging process is much different from the discharge one. Moreover the dielectric charging must not be attributed to dipole orientation but to the generation of space charge polarization. The space charge polarization due the relatively low bias level may arise from trap assisted tunnelling of electrons from the EFM tip to defects in dielectric. On the other hand the discharge will occur through complex processes involving transport under to presence of local electric fields, trapping and recombination.
Fig 7: Surface potential build-up as a function of time for LTO with different time injection

Conclusion

The dielectric charging through AFM probe tip has been investigated. The scope of the investigation was to simulate the real conditions of MEMS dielectric charging through asperities and roughness point contact.

The used dielectric films consisted of different materials deposited with different methods on metal substrate. The dielectric films have been submitted to DC stress voltages. The analysis of the experimental data clearly shows that the charging and discharging processes do not obey the Debye law but the stretched exponential one. In all cases the charging time constant was found to be lower than the discharge one indicating the dominance of space charge polarization over the dipolar one. The discharge time constant was found to be practically independent of the tip bias.

The absence of apparent surface charge diffusion indicates that the charge removal occurs through transport due to Coulombic field towards the bottom metal electrode.
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